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....on last trading day of 

the week 5231 levels will 

set tone for next week, 

closing above it will open 

for 5370 else consoliation 

around current level 

likely to continue.....

Nifty Outlook

Support

5231/5206/5195

5245/5257/5280

Resistence

Market Strength Indicators

14 days RSI - Up by 2.74 points 
at 55.3 levels 
  
14 days SchRSI - Up by 13.37 at 
25.7 levels 
  
Stochastic - Up by 21.76 points 
at 37.63 levels 
  
TSI - Down by 0.66 points

Market Intensity 
Indicator

NFP - At premium of 14.3 from 
premium of 7.25 earlier 
  
Advance - 794 
  
Decline - 661 
      
Volatility - Unchanged at 0.12 
levels from previous

Other Indicators

FII's  Spot - Positive  
  
DII's  Spot - Negative 
  
F&O - Positive

14 days Schotestic RSI (60 minutes chart) closed at 81.76 levels & traded across its 9 period EMA for whole of the trading session and managed to 
close below it. On friday it may try to come below its 9 period EMA levels allowing Nifty to consolidate above 5200 levels. 
  
On thursday nifty opened with gap and tested 5257 levels but failed to sustain it and closed below it. However Nifty sustained above 5231 levels. 
For friday sustaining above 5231 levels will open for 5257 levels and above else probability to move towards 5200 levels or below will increase. 

Spot Nifty Daily Chart Analysis

Afters five days in bear zone Nifty today moved in 
bull zone and closed above Super Trend, over 240 
minutes Heikin Candle.    
Today also Nifty closed above 5200 levels . 
  
After 28 consecutive closing above 4th spped line 
on 240 minute chart for 6th consecutive day it 
closed below it. Speed line is drawn from the low 
of 4789.15 (18/05/2012) and high of 5020.10 
(29/05/2012). 
  
In next few 240 minute Heikin candle if Nifty 
manages to close above 4th speed line then only 
probability to move towards 3rd speed line around 
5450 levels will grow stronger with 5280/5320 
levels as strong resistance zone. Else if Nifty 
breaks 4th speed line then it may move towards 
5150 levels or below it in comming few 240 
minutes candle whose probability seems to be low.

60 Minute Chart Analysis

240 Minute Chart Analysis

20 days SMA - 5235.16  
  
50 days SMA - 5080.08  
  
200 days SMA - 5097.29 
  
Bollinger Band - Trading 
around Middle Band 

Note on Nifty Intraday Price,OI & Volume (19/07/2012)

On thursday rise in Nifty (0.50 %) was registered with rise in Nifty July 12 futures open position (5.49%) and fall in Nifty spot intraday volume 
(2.25 %).   
Nifty rise with rise in OI and fall in volume suggesting that the market is attracting late buyers and early shorts; market is vulnerable to a sharp 
correction buy likely that correction will develop creating a sell point for downtrend. 
Current rise of 0.50 % in Nifty was due to fresh long build up in Nifty July12 series. 
On thursday heavy fresh long build up in stocks future was seen. Along with it, both good amount of short covering and long liquidation 
initiated. Continuation of this trend will force Nifty to trade above 5231 levels on friday with 5210 levels as intraday support. Above 5231 levels 
Nifty will find immediate resistance at 5257 levels. However if fresh short build up initiates, may allow Nifty towards 5200 levels or below it may 
be towards 5150 levels. 

Moving Average Indicator

Spot Nifty closed at 5242.70 up 0.50 % after ranging 
trading session with fall in volume which was below 
its 20 period SMA. It made a high of 5257.75 and 
low of 5233.15 levels in intraday. 
Nifty closed below its 20 period, above its 50 
periods and above its 200 periods SMA. 
Momentum oscillator is indicating that Nifty is 
trading around its over sold zone on intraday chart. 
After trading in short term bear zone for almost 3 
trading days Nifty today closed in bull zone. 
Continuation of trading above its 20 period SMA 
will be short to mid term bull phase for Nifty. 
  
For friday, 5235 levels will give immediate 
support to Nifty, trading above it will only ensure 
for above 5257 levels else probability to breach 
5200 levels again on intraday will increase. 
Closing above 5235 levels on weekly basis will 
confirm for movement towards 5370 levels or 
above next week.
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DABUR SINTEX JINDALSTEL UCOBANK POLARIS BHUSANSTL 
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Daily Calls Monitor

Buy MCDowell @ 792/794 sl 781 tgt 1008/1024 ; correction tgt for mcdowell is 808/824 and not 
1008/1024; may book full profit in mcdowell intraday buy call (CMP - 809/815) 
Buy Bajaj Auto @ 1537/1545 sl 1507 tgt 1570/1585; range (closing 1549) 
Buy YesBank @ 354/355 sl 351 tgt 359; range (closing - 355) 
Buy Jetairways @ 364/366 sl 361 tgt 370/374; sl triggered in jetairways intraday buy call 
Buy Infy @ 2225/2232 sl 2209 tgt 2250; may book full profit in infy intraday buy call in the 
range of 2247/2250 
Buy Nifty July 12 future @ 5242/5248 (spot) sl 5219 tgt 4274; range (closing - 5241.25) 
Buy Axis Bank @ 1052/1055 sl 1035 tgt 1070; range (closing - 1055.70) 
bUY Sesa Goa @ 193/194 sl 191.70 tgt 196/198.50; range (closing - 193.50) 
Buy WockPharma @ 920/924 sl 911 tgt 935/942; sl triggered in wockpharma intraday buy call 
Buy Bata India @ 901/907 sl 894 tgt 918; range (closing - 904.85) 
Buy SBI @ 2172/2178 sl 2159 tgt 2199/2210; sl triggered 
Buy JSWSteel @ 692/695 sl 686 tgt 710; sl triggered in jswsteel intraday buy call 
Buy NIITTech @ 293/295 sl 289 tgt 300/304; range (closing - 291) 
Buy Heromotoco @ 2100 sl 2080 tgt 2127/2139; range (closing - 2099)

Short USDINR July 12 future in the range of 
55.4450/55.4675 sl 55.6225 tgt 55.3450/55.2175; may 
book partial profit in usdinr intraday short call risky 
trader may hold for 2nd tgt with revised 
sl to cost (CMP - 55.3450); may book full profit in 
USDINR intraday short call (CMP - 55.2150)  
  
  
Buy Copper Aug 12 future @ 429.60/430.10 sl 428.40 tgt 
432.00/433.50 
Buy Silver Aug 12 future @ 53050/52950 sl 52700 tgt 
53450/53700

Fresh Long

Short Covering
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Resistence
Market Strength Indicators
14 days RSI - Up by 2.74 points at 55.3 levels
 
14 days SchRSI - Up by 13.37 at 25.7 levels
 
Stochastic - Up by 21.76 points at 37.63 levels
 
TSI - Down by 0.66 points
Market Intensity Indicator
NFP - At premium of 14.3 from premium of 7.25 earlier
 
Advance - 794
 
Decline - 661
                     
Volatility - Unchanged at 0.12 levels from previous
Other Indicators
FII's  Spot - Positive                  
 
DII's  Spot - Negative
 
F&O - Positive
14 days Schotestic RSI (60 minutes chart) closed at 81.76 levels & traded across its 9 period EMA for whole of the trading session and managed to close below it. On friday it may try to come below its 9 period EMA levels allowing Nifty to consolidate above 5200 levels.
 
On thursday nifty opened with gap and tested 5257 levels but failed to sustain it and closed below it. However Nifty sustained above 5231 levels. For friday sustaining above 5231 levels will open for 5257 levels and above else probability to move towards 5200 levels or below will increase. 
Spot Nifty Daily Chart Analysis
Afters five days in bear zone Nifty today moved in bull zone and closed above Super Trend, over 240 minutes Heikin Candle.   
Today also Nifty closed above 5200 levels .
 
After 28 consecutive closing above 4th spped line on 240 minute chart for 6th consecutive day it closed below it. Speed line is drawn from the low of 4789.15 (18/05/2012) and high of 5020.10 (29/05/2012).
 
In next few 240 minute Heikin candle if Nifty manages to close above 4th speed line then only probability to move towards 3rd speed line around 5450 levels will grow stronger with 5280/5320 levels as strong resistance zone. Else if Nifty breaks 4th speed line then it may move towards 5150 levels or below it in comming few 240 minutes candle whose probability seems to be low.
60 Minute Chart Analysis
240 Minute Chart Analysis
20 days SMA - 5235.16         
 
50 days SMA - 5080.08                  
 
200 days SMA - 5097.29
 
Bollinger Band - Trading around Middle Band 
Note on Nifty Intraday Price,OI & Volume (19/07/2012)
On thursday rise in Nifty (0.50 %) was registered with rise in Nifty July 12 futures open position (5.49%) and fall in Nifty spot intraday volume (2.25 %).  
Nifty rise with rise in OI and fall in volume suggesting that the market is attracting late buyers and early shorts; market is vulnerable to a sharp correction buy likely that correction will develop creating a sell point for downtrend.
Current rise of 0.50 % in Nifty was due to fresh long build up in Nifty July12 series.
On thursday heavy fresh long build up in stocks future was seen. Along with it, both good amount of short covering and long liquidation initiated. Continuation of this trend will force Nifty to trade above 5231 levels on friday with 5210 levels as intraday support. Above 5231 levels Nifty will find immediate resistance at 5257 levels. However if fresh short build up initiates, may allow Nifty towards 5200 levels or below it may be towards 5150 levels. 
Moving Average Indicator
Spot Nifty closed at 5242.70 up 0.50 % after ranging trading session with fall in volume which was below its 20 period SMA. It made a high of 5257.75 and low of 5233.15 levels in intraday.
Nifty closed below its 20 period, above its 50 periods and above its 200 periods SMA.
Momentum oscillator is indicating that Nifty is trading around its over sold zone on intraday chart.
After trading in short term bear zone for almost 3 trading days Nifty today closed in bull zone. Continuation of trading above its 20 period SMA will be short to mid term bull phase for Nifty.
 
For friday, 5235 levels will give immediate support to Nifty, trading above it will only ensure for above 5257 levels else probability to breach 5200 levels again on intraday will increase. Closing above 5235 levels on weekly basis will confirm for movement towards 5370 levels or above next week.
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Daily Calls Monitor
Buy MCDowell @ 792/794 sl 781 tgt 1008/1024 ; correction tgt for mcdowell is 808/824 and not
1008/1024; may book full profit in mcdowell intraday buy call (CMP - 809/815)
Buy Bajaj Auto @ 1537/1545 sl 1507 tgt 1570/1585; range (closing 1549)
Buy YesBank @ 354/355 sl 351 tgt 359; range (closing - 355)
Buy Jetairways @ 364/366 sl 361 tgt 370/374; sl triggered in jetairways intraday buy call
Buy Infy @ 2225/2232 sl 2209 tgt 2250; may book full profit in infy intraday buy call in the
range of 2247/2250
Buy Nifty July 12 future @ 5242/5248 (spot) sl 5219 tgt 4274; range (closing - 5241.25)
Buy Axis Bank @ 1052/1055 sl 1035 tgt 1070; range (closing - 1055.70)
bUY Sesa Goa @ 193/194 sl 191.70 tgt 196/198.50; range (closing - 193.50)
Buy WockPharma @ 920/924 sl 911 tgt 935/942; sl triggered in wockpharma intraday buy call
Buy Bata India @ 901/907 sl 894 tgt 918; range (closing - 904.85)
Buy SBI @ 2172/2178 sl 2159 tgt 2199/2210; sl triggered
Buy JSWSteel @ 692/695 sl 686 tgt 710; sl triggered in jswsteel intraday buy call
Buy NIITTech @ 293/295 sl 289 tgt 300/304; range (closing - 291)
Buy Heromotoco @ 2100 sl 2080 tgt 2127/2139; range (closing - 2099)
Short USDINR July 12 future in the range of 55.4450/55.4675 sl 55.6225 tgt 55.3450/55.2175; maybook partial profit in usdinr intraday short call risky trader may hold for 2nd tgt with revisedsl to cost (CMP - 55.3450); may book full profit in USDINR intraday short call (CMP - 55.2150) 
 
 
Buy Copper Aug 12 future @ 429.60/430.10 sl 428.40 tgt 432.00/433.50Buy Silver Aug 12 future @ 53050/52950 sl 52700 tgt 53450/53700
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